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In the United States and Europe, Japan is often seen as an island nation on the eastern fringes of the region broadly grouped together as “the East.” Moreover, the culture
of “the East” is usually considered fundamentally different from that of “the West,”
which has led to the type of categorization illustrated by, for example, the Louvre and
the Guimet in France, which hold collections of Western and Asian art, respectively.
Unfortunately, the view that the East is not only different but also underdeveloped and
imperfect—a view sometimes referred to as Orientalism—remains deeply ingrained.
Even certain arguments stating that the Japanese should be proud of their nation are
strongly influenced by this view. In contrast, Occidentalism is sometimes defined as the
notion that the East has a deeply spiritual society that is the antithesis of the corrupt
materialism of the West, but adhering to this view is also nothing more than a refusal
to think critically.
Much of Japanese culture originated in China and Korea, and there are also many
elements whose origins may be traced back to India and Persia. The way of viewing and
conceptualizing the East is thus quite different in Japan, as reflected by the fact that the
Eastern Art Section of the National Museums encompasses not only all of Asia but also
the Middle East, and, moreover, is located at the Tokyo National Museum, an institution specializing in the culture of Japan.
The world is not simply divided into Western and non-Western countries. In recent
years, as Asia continues to develop economically, the Asian art departments of museums
in Europe and North America are facing a greater need to clarify the differences between
Japan and other Asian nations. This symposium will provide us with an opportunity to
reconsider the arts of Japan within the context of the tremendous diversity found in the
area labeled as “the East,” or “Asia.” Through this effort, we hope it will become possible
to grasp an understanding of Japan that goes beyond Orientalism and Occidentalism.
Exhibitions of Japanese art in Europe, North America, and Japan often isolate Japan
from other countries. Just as drinking cola does not make one American, neither does
eating sushi make one Japanese, which leads to the question of whether it is possible to
create truly meaningful “cross-cultural experiences.” Culture should not be something
that divides the world, but something that allows it to mature. In what ways is it possible
of for us to understand and discuss Japanese art, and exactly how should we discuss it?
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Greetings from the Organizers
Mr. Masami Zeniya (Executive Director, Tokyo National
Museum)
Chairperson: Dr. Kakuyuki Mita (Assistant Curator, Research
Div., Curatorial Research Dept., Tokyo National Museum)
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Dr. Akiko Yano (Mitsubishi Corporation Curator of Japanese Art,
British Museum)
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Dr.Yusupova Ainura (Senior Curator, Oriental Paintings and
Prints, The Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow)
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Dept., Tokyo National Museum)
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9:30–10:00

Presentation 1

Orientalism, Occidentalism, and
Globalism: Japanese Art
at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
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William and Helen Pounds Senior Curator of Japanese Art, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, USA

Profile
Anne Nishimura Morse is a graduate of Radcliffe College. She received her
Masters and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard University. During her thirty-five
year tenure at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Dr. Morse has organized
many critically acclaimed exhibitions both in the United States and Japan,
including the recent In the Wake: Japanese Photographers Respond to 3-11 and
Takashi Murakami: Lineage of Eccentrics, A Collaboration with Nobuo Tsuji and
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. She currently serves as the co-chair of the
Arts Dialogue Committee for the Conference on Cultural and Educational
Interchange (CULCON).

Since its founding in 1870 the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston has assumed the mission
of an encyclopedic museum—collecting, preserving, and exhibiting art of all areas of the
world from all time periods. Due to the breadth and importance of its holdings, from
its first years the collections of Japanese art have been one of the Museum’s cornerstones
and the evolving interpretative presentations of these holdings have had a profound
impact upon art historical discourse, both in the West and Japan.
Many of the interpretative models that the Museum of Fine Arts has promoted may
now be critiqued historically as a succession of Orientalist and Occidentalist schemes.
Although this forum has challenged institutions to move beyond these constructs of
Orientalism and Occidentalism, such approaches remain deeply embedded in museum
presentations of Japanese art across the globe, and even in Japan. When the Museum’s
doors officially opened in 1876 the exhibits, like those of many museums around the
world, including the Tokyo National Museum, were arranged following the model of the
South Kensington Museum (later renamed the Victorian and Albert Museum). Primacy
was given to displays organized by materials and techniques so that the public could be
instructed in design and thereby develop local industries. This decorative Orientalist
framework constructed by Europeans and Americans looking for an idealized, pre-industrial organization of production, was equally promoted by Japanese governmental
and commercial interests. As Japan had embarked upon its unprecedented campaign of
modernization and westernization in the name of the newly enthroned Emperor Meiji,
Japanese society as a whole was obliged to rethink its identity as mediated by their interpretations of the West. Thus, disentangling Western and on occasion Japanese presentations of Japanese art today from this Orientalist past is not an easy task.
By the 1880s MFA pioneers Edward Sylvester Morse, Ernest Francisco Fenollosa, and
William Sturgis Bigelow were vigorous in their support of Japan as a modern industrialized country in the international arena and yet insistent that Westernization and modernization should not obliterate all that they found positive about traditional Japanese
culture. Okakura Kakuzō, who came to the Museum of Fine Arts in 1904, positioned
himself as the chief spokesman for an Occidentalist narrative. Okakura asserted that “the
Orientalism, Occidentalism, and Globalism: Japanese Art at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
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point of view of the scholar in charge of Eastern works ought to be the right one, and
that would be the point of view of the East. It would mean a familiarity and sympathy
with Eastern philosophy, life, and aims.” Okakura emphasized his credentials by always
donning kimono. He had his assistants practice kyūdō in the courtyard and offered
instruction in ikebana. In this manner he stressed the “authenticity” of his point of view,
yet at the same time reinforced the “exotic.”
The 2015 exhibition Double Impact: The Art of Meiji Japan at the Tokyo National
University of Arts Museum, which was co-organized by a team of MFA and Japanese
curators, provided a survey of the production of the Meiji era for both domestic and
international audiences and examined the ways in which Japan and the West influenced
each other. By casting a wide net and not eliminating categories of works created during
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that heretofore had not been part of the
established canon of Meiji-era art, the MFA and Japanese team was able to provide a
better comprehension about the context for Orientalism and Occidentalism during that
period—ideas that are fundamental to understanding it and developing ways to transcend the previous narratives.
A global approach to presentation of works of art is necessarily a collaborative one
as we try to negotiate the inter-connections of the modern world and elucidate patterns of inspiration; no individual curator has perspective on the wide range of objects
and cultural contexts necessary. The presentation of Japanese contemporary art often
devolves into two different types of exhibitions—the local or traditional and the global.
In European and American museums works in time-honored formats or techniques,
such as ceramics and woodblock prints, are generally the domain of curators of Japanese
art; those which have been produced for international galleries are often the domain of
curators of contemporary art and photography. This type of bifurcated responsibility
risks Orientalizing departments of Japanese art whereby they represent a pre-modern,
romantic view of Japan reminiscent of what we have seen in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. At the same time the presentation of works in the international
contemporary mode is often undertaken by curators with little knowledge of Japanese
art or ability to read Japanese. Working with colleagues in other departments and disciplines has been helpful in ensuring a multivalent point of view. The 2015 exhibition
at the MFA In the Wake: Japanese Photographers Respond to 3-11 centered on powerful
themes of time and memory and place and dislocation grounding in Japanese social and
political issues—the purview of the Japanologists. However, the input of our photography curator ensured that the individual works in the exhibition were seen in the context
of contemporary photographic discourse. Furthermore, presenting exhibitions of all different types ensures that the complexity of Japan is more apparent to museum visitors.
For those of us who are curators of Japanese art working in a global environment,
we are always trying to educate our visitors about Japanese culture. Although none of us
want to engage in presentations about samurai, geisha, cherry blossoms, and Mount Fuji
that essentialize Japan, we do seek characterizations that can inform. The philosopher
and cultural theorist Kwame Anthony Appiah has written often about the deleterious
effects of essentialism: “Identities are associated with bad things, not just intellectual
errors but moral disasters.” However, he has also stated: “We should remember they
also can be the basis of useful things. . . And national identities, though they involve all
kinds of misunderstandings, are also the basis of strands of solidarity that bring countries together to do difficult things.” However, although binary relationships, such as
Orientalism and Occidentalism, are often convenient for polemic discussions, they do
not encompass the complexities of cultural interactions, complexities that we as curators
should constantly be negotiating and renegotiating.
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Presentation 2

Distinctive Yet Connected:
Displaying Japanese Culture
at the British Museum
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Mitsubishi Corporation Curator: Japanese Collections, Japanese Section, Department of Asia,
British Museum, UK

Profile
Akiko Yano joined the British Museum in 2015 as a Mitsubishi Corporation
Curator, Japanese Collections, in the Department of Asia. She received a PhD
in aesthetics (Japanese art history) from Keio University, Tokyo. Her research
area is early-modern Japanese painting. Before joining the British Museum,
she worked as a AHRB Research Assistant and Leverhulme Research Fellow
at SOAS, University of London, and she co-curated and co-authored two special exhibitions at the British Museum and accompanying catalogues: Kabuki
Heroes on the Osaka Stage: 1780-1830 (2005) and Shunga: Sex and Pleasure in
Japanese Art (2013). Her most recent curatorial team project was the renewal
of the Mitsubishi Corporation Japanese Galleries in 2018.

Introduction
I would firstly like to raise five questions related to today’s theme. I would then like to
make a comprehensive contribution to the discussion using examples of how Japanese
culture is exhibited at the British Museum.
1. When reconsidering ‘Orientalism’ and ‘Occidentalism’ from a modern perspective, what happens if we view this issue from the perspective of how Japanese people
understand and view Japanese culture or how they want this culture to be perceived, for
example, or if we view this issue as a problem of bidirectional politics?
2. Japanese art history has been established based on the systemized knowledge
framework of Western civilization, but can we reframe this history based on the actual
state of Japanese or East-Asian art?
3. In the age of globalization, with the relation between culture, borders and nationalities becoming more fluid, more Japanese artists are viewing Japan from an outside
perspective, with more non-Japanese artists also creating works based on traditional
Japanese ‘idioms.’ How will ‘Japanese art’ be defined in the future?
4. Identity has become the source of much debate nowadays. The idea of ‘the correct
propagation of Japanese culture’ has become somewhat antiquated, yet the idea still
holds weight in Japan. What is the goal of this concept for Japanese people?
5. The day may be coming when people question the raison d’être of cultural institutions like museums. If a museum collection contain artifacts from across the world,
are these objects owned by the museum or are they just in the museum’s custody. What
is the social mission of our economically-squeezed museums?
The British Museum’s Japanese collection and exhibitions
Around 6 million people visit the British Museum each year. Less than 25% of these
come from the UK. There is a limitless diversity in the relation between exhibits and
visitors. Our museum currently stages regular exhibitions in Room 3 and we also stage
three types of special exhibitions
Distinctive Yet Connected: Displaying Japanese Culture at the British Museum
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The foundation of the British Museum’s Japanese Collection was established at the
end of the 19th century, but the first Japanese gallery opened in 1990. The regular
exhibition rooms have now become the Mitsubishi Corporation Japanese Galleries. The
exhibition format was renewed in 2006, with the regular exhibition now using objects to
present an overview of Japanese history from prehistoric times to the present day. Rather
than simply displaying the objects in chronological order, the exhibition displays historical artifacts next to modern objects based on certain key themes. This helps people to
understand Japanese culture as a living entity. The curation and translation departments
discuss the information panels and try to come up with the most effective transmission
method. The entire collection can also be viewed from the British Museum’s ‘Collection
Online.’
Room 3 (The Asahi Shimbun Display) focuses on one topic at a time. If often features experimental displays. A recent display used the Brexit issue as the backdrop to a
discussion about how Europe is seen through Asian eyes. Another exhibition in 2017
looked at the woodblock print techniques behind ukiyo-e while also explaining the
concept of ‘mitate’ allusions. There have also been hugely popular manga exhibitions
in 2009 and 2015, with another special manga exhibition scheduled for early summer
2019.
A recent trend has seen special exhibitions held to display the results of externally-funded international joint-research projects. These include the ‘Kabuki Heroes on
the Osaka Stage,’ ‘Shunga’ and ‘Hokusai’ exhibitions. These were all the result of joint
research by institutions and researchers from Japan, the UK and other regions. Several
years of research can result in challenging special exhibitions. 2013’s ‘Shunga’ exhibition
met with some vague unease on the Japanese side with regards to ‘the understanding of
Japanese culture,’ but it ended up being a huge success. It also received a lot of enthusiastic praise within the UK for how it tackled the universal theme of sex from a new angle.
Conclusion
The British Museum is a ‘global museum for the whole world.’ We operate based on an
awareness that our collection belongs to the whole of mankind. From here on, we need
to work hard to promote an understanding of the history of the objects in our collection;
to diversify the range of narrative perspectives; and to establish effective communication
mechanisms between the exhibition curators and visitors. Museums will continue to
have a reason for existing if they can play a social role supporting the ideal development
of the human intellect while acting as a ‘crossroads’ and a ‘forum’ connecting the globe.
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Presentation 3

The East Asian Gallery at MKG
as a Venue of Transcultural Negotiation
Ms. Wibke Schrape
Head of East Asian Department, Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg, Germany

Profile
Wibke Schrape is Head of the East Asian Department at the Museum für
Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg. She worked as assistant curator at the Museum
für Asiatische Kunst in Berlin (2015–17) and functioned as assistant professor for Japanese art at the Institute of Art History, Freie Universität Berlin
(2008–12). In 2018, she completed her dissertation on Ikeda Koson (1803–68)
and the Order of Images: Artistic and Art Historical Constructions of Rinpa at FU
Berlin. Wibke Schrape is co-editor of Inky Bytes: Traces of Ink in the Digital Era
(2018) and Elegant Gathering in a Scholar’s Garden: Studies in East Asian Art in
Honor of Jeong-hee Lee-Kalisch (2015).

The Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg (MKG) understands its East Asian
galleries as a venue of transcultural negotiation. It serves as a space of encounter with historic as well as contemporary East Asian art for local and international audiences. Transculturality rejects the notion of closed and homogeneous cultures. Cultures underlie a
constant process of negotiation and translation in contact with other cultures. Transcultural approaches therefore stress shared interests and common values across national
borders. The result is not a single global culture, but a plurality of social groups that
constantly negotiate their individual cultural identity. Transcultural research towards a
global art history goes hand in hand with postcolonial studies and similar developments
in historiography such as “histoire croisée”. However, looking at art in a global context
often has a tendency to emphasize -Isms of any kind. It is therefore important to reach
beyond mere visual associations or histories of influence and cope with the complexity
of cultural identity in regard to a specific subject within a clearly defined space and time
frame.
In the special exhibition Mobile Worlds or the Museum of our Transcultural Present
(April to October 2018), curators Roger M. Buergel (Johann Jacobs Museum, Zurich)
and Sophia Prinz (European University Viadrina, Frankfurt Oder) questioned the Eurocentric order of Western museums. Rather than classify objects according to epochs,
geographies, art and non-art, they focused on the global movement of objects, people,
and ideas. For this exhibition, I teamed up with the twelve-year old thing researcher Leif
Raeder (Erich-Kästner-Schule, Hamburg Framsen) to prepare a display of tsuba. The
MKG’s collection of sword fittings consists of approximately 2,000 tsuba and about 500
other objects of sword fittings. First, Leif Raeder selected more than 100 tsuba at the
storage that we digitalized together. Then he organized these tsuba according to categories of his own choice. Finally, 80 tsuba at Mobile Worlds were displayed in the following categories: Openwork, Black, Glossy, Spiders, Colorful, Very Old, Samurai, Special
Material, Gold. These categories do not fit into one system. Some refer to techniques,
others to material, visual appearance or iconography and “very old” to an historical organization. But surprisingly, these diverse categories helped people without knowledge of
tsuba to understand this fascinating art. Of course working with school children is not
a solution to avoid Orientalism. In contrast, working with untrained local audiences
34
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might seem like a danger to deepen biases. But in fact it is not. It is our task as curators
and specialists to provide the knowledge necessary to overcome Orientalism and Eurocentrism while keeping the collection approachable.
For the special exhibition Inky Bytes: Traces of Ink in the Digital Era (09/2018–
01/2019), the MKG invited contemporary artists to work with the historic collection.
Inky Bytes was not a survey exhibition on current Chinese ink art, but reflected the
artistic networks between artists active in Hamburg and artistic centers of China. The
exhibition even stretched into the city when Zhang Xiaofeng, Wu Qiong and Li Jie
from Hangzhou and artists based in Hamburg joined forces to make stone rubbings
of Hamburg’s sites of historic value. Participating locals and visitors were able to get a
new impression of their hometown with the help of a more than 1.500 year old Chinese
reproduction technique. When people entered the East Asian Gallery, they first met
something familiar such as rubbings of Hamburg’s flood marks next to rubbings from
the West Lake scenery. Inky Bytes literally picked up visitors at their own doorstep and
introduced them to East Asian art.
The upcoming exhibition Pure Luxury: East Asian Lacquer (February to May 2019)
conveys to visitors, why and how objects from Japan ended up at a museum of arts and
crafts in Hamburg. One section introduces the artworks in their acquisition context or
in relation to their previous owners. With regard to displaying Japanese art in a global
context, some sections will include historic and modern examples of European lacquer
as well as modern Japanese design from the MKG collection. These dialogue partners
show how Japanese lacquer influences European design and vice versa. The exhibition
Among Friends: Japanese Tea Ceramics (June 2019 to February 2020) will highlight the
relationship between the MKG’s founding director Justus Brinckmann (1843–1915)
and the art trader S. Bing (1838–1905) as two key figures in the promotion of Japanese
art around 1900. Both exhibitions are part of a two-year project (funded by the ZEITStiftung Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius) to research the collection history in order to analyze
international networks of trading, collecting, and promoting Japanese art between 1873
and 1915. This glimpse backwards enables the MKG to move forward. The potter Jan
Kollwitz (*1960) and the novelist Christoph Peters (*1966) are invited to co-curate the
exhibition and revise the collection in a contemporary dialogue of friends.
All these examples of displaying Japanese or Chinese art in a global context nourish
relations and multiply points of contact. As curators we should provide technical and
practical knowledge to preserve, handle, research, and display art. But most of all, we
should provide access to art. There is not one story behind one object, but many different possibilities to approach an object. We need to encourage people from local children
to international scientists to approach Japanese art in exhibitions, storages and online
collections. The more people engage with an object and the more stories an object is
allowed to tell, the more agency it can unfold and act in a truly global context.
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Profile
Ainura Yusupova is Senior Curator of Asian Paintings and Prints, Department
of Prints and Drawings, the State Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts. She had been
at the Museum since 2007 and acted as the Head of the Department of Prints
and Drawings from 2010 to 2016. After graduating from the Department of Art
History at Moscow State University (MA: 1976–1981; PhD course: 1990–1993)
she worked at several museums in Moscow, including the Moscow Kremlin
Museums (2003–2007) and the State Museum of Oriental Art (1981–2003).
She has curated several exhibitions of Japanese art at several Russian museums,
with recent ones including:
Japanese Prints of the 18th–19th Centuries from the Collection of the State Pushkin
Museum of Fine Arts (The State Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow; 2008)
Samurai: Treasures of the Japanese Daimyo from the Collection of Tokyo National
Museum (Organized by Moscow Kremlin Museums and Tokyo National
Museum, Moscow; 2008)
Raku Ware: The Cosmos in a Tea Bowl (Organized by the Pushkin State Museum
of Fine Arts, the Raku Museum, and the Japan Foundation in cooperation with
the Embassy of Japan in Russia and the assistance of the National Museum of
Modern Art, Kyoto; 2015)
Masterpieces of Edo Paintings and Prints (Organized by the Pushkin State
Museum of Fine Arts, Tokyo National Museum, and the Agency for Cultural
Affairs, Japan, with the special participation of the Chiba City Museum of Art
and the Itabashi Museum of Art; 2018)

In Moscow the most significant collection of Japanese art is in the Pushkin State Museum
of Fine Arts. The bulk of the Museum’s Japanese collection once belonged to the Russian
naval officer Sergei Nicholaevich Kitaev (1864–1927). Kitaev entered the Naval College
in St. Petersburg in 1878 and went into active duty upon graduating in 1881. He was
nominated for navigation abroad in 1885, and for more than ten years served on ships
that sailed near Japanese shores, including the clipper “Vestnik”, the frigate “Vladimir
Monomach”, and the cruiser “Admiral Kornilov”. Kitaev was promoted to the rank of
colonel in 1909 for his brilliant service and was granted the highest military honors. He
remained affiliated with the navy after returning to St. Petersburg until his resignation
around 1912 due to failing health.
Kitaev was captivated by Japanese art and at that time collected a considerable number of artworks. He wrote that the works were bought “... in Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka,
Yokohama, Kobe and many other cities and villages; in the space of several years my
agents probably traveled all over Japan ...” Kitaev also visited some Japanese artists and
their families, such as Ogata Gekkō. Particularly interesting are his contacts with the
descendants of Kishi Ganku.
According notes of made by Sergey Kitaev, his collection consisted around 7000
items, including 276 paintings on hanging and handscrolls and foldng screens; 4000
woodblock prints; around 100 printred books, 1900 drawings and scetches by ink, 830
Presenting Japanese Art: A View from Russia, Between East and West
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Senior Curator of Asian Paintings and Prints, Department of Prints and Drawings, The Pushkin State
Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow, Russia

litography copies of the Japanese painters. It is also included 180 posters and 1300
photographies.
Moreover, some parts of the collection were probably lost or destroyed.
The first exhibition of Kitaev’s collection opened in St. Petersburg in 1896. After being
displayed there in the Academy of Art, the exhibition was shown in Moscow in 1897 at the
Historical Museum, where Kitaev delivered several lectures on Japanese art. In the winter
of 1905–1906, after the Portsmouth Peace Treaty was signed, a third exhibition was held
at the Rerich’s Society in St. Petersburg. The first catalogue listing of the collection was
published in 1896, and reissued in 1905.
Upon retiring from the navy because of illness in 1916, Kitaev decided to go abroad
for treatment. At that time he arranged to store his collection at the Rumyantsev
Museum in Moscow, and from there it was transferred to the Pushkin State Museum of
Fine Arts in 1924.
Kitaev moved to Japan in 1916, next year in Russia happened Communist Revolution of 1917. There is no other information about his life in Japan exept article in
Japanese newspaper “Yokohama Bōeki Shinpō” published in October 16, 1918 about
him and his collection and short information about his death in Yokohama in 1927. He
never returned back to Russia.
The Museum of Fine Arts named in honour of Emperor Alexander III and attached
to the Imperial Moscow University as a University teaching center open to the public at
large was opened in May 1912.
A major collection of originals paintings and prints appeared in the museum much
later, after the Communist Revolution of 1917. Almost all private collections were confiscated by the Soviet Government and transfered to the different State Museums. In
1923 the Museum of Fine Arts was granted independence of Moscow University, in 1932
it was renamed the Museum of Fine Arts, and in 1937 it was dedicated to Alexander
Pushkin.
Most publications and exhibitions of the Japanese art at the State Pushkn Fine Arts
Museum after WWII made by Dr. Beata Voronova (1926–2017), who was curator of
the collection of Orinetal Paintings and Prints from the mid of 1950-s till 2007.
Recent Exhibitions of Japanese Art
. 2008. Exhibition “Japanese Woodcut Prints of 18–end of 19 centuries from the Pushkin
Museum of Fine Arts”. Commemorating to the publishing of catalogue raisonné of
collection. 250 pieces.
. 2015. Raku Ware: Cosmos in a Tea Bowl.
Organizers: The PMFA, the Hermitage Museum, the Raku Museum, the Japan Foundation, National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto. 170 pieces
. 2017. Yasumasa Morimura. The history of the self-portrait at the Pushkin Museum of
Fine Arts.
. The display presented over 80 pieces from the collection of The National Museum of
Art (Osaka), Hara Museum of Contemporary Art (Tokyo), The National Museum of
Modern Art (Kyoto), and from the collection of the artist.
. 2018. Tadashi Kawamata. Para-site Project at the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts.
. 2018. Masterpieces of Edo Paintings and Prints.
Organizers: The PMFA, the Tokyo National Museum, the Agency for Cultural Affairs,
Japan, with the special participation of the Chiba City Museum of Art and the Itabashi
Museum of Art. 135 pieces
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Presentation 5

The Unique Qualities of Ceramics
in Japan: A Comparison with China
Mr. Atsushi Imai
Supervisor, Research Div., Curatorial Research Dept., Tokyo National Museum, Japan

Profile
Atsushi Imai was born in Tokyo in 1961 and earned his Masters in the History of Art from the Faculty of Letters, Tokyo University. His past positions
at the Tokyo National Museum and Agency for Cultural Affairs are as follows:
Ceramics Section, Decorative Arts Division, Tokyo National Museum (TNM);
Chinese Arts Section, East Asia Division, TNM; Senior Researcher, East Asia
Division, TNM; Senior Manager, Northeast Asia Section, TNM; Curator,
Collections Section, Collections Management Division, TNM; Senior Manager, Special Exhibitions Section, Programs Planning Division, TNM; Senior
Manager, Regular Exhibitions Section, Exhibitions Division, TNM; Senior
Manager, East Asian Section, Research Division, TNM; Supervisor, Education
Division, TNM; and Senior Cultural Properties Specialist, Art/Curation Division, Agency for Cultural Affairs.
As a specialist of the history of East Asian ceramics, Atsushi Imai has curated
a number of exhibitions including JIXIANG: Auspicious Motifs in Chinese Art
(1998) and SOMETSUKE: The Flourishing of Underglaze Blue Porcelain Ware
in Asia (2009). His books and academic articles include: Chinese Ceramics,
Vol. 4: CELADONS, Heibonsha, 1997; “Ma Huang Ban: The Celadon Teacup
Handed down East to Japan.” Dong Fang Bo Wu, Vol. 3, 1999; and “Design of
Chinese Ceramics and Their Hidden Meanings.” Toyo Toji (Oriental Ceramics), Vol. 29, 2000.

Almost all the fundamental technologies used in ceramic production, including kilns,
potter’s wheels and glazes, were introduced to Japan from China via Korea. The import
of Chinese ceramics also thrived from the Heian period onwards. These were highly
prized in Japan and they had a huge influence on Japanese ceramic design. However,
Japanese ceramics are not simply copies of their Chinese counterparts.
From the Song dynasty, China was ruled by cultured scholar-bureaucrats, with the
emperor at the apex. The social and cultural strata were essentially congruent and there
was a clear division between the cultural accomplishments of these scholar-bureaucrats (poetry, calligraphy and painting) and the decorative arts produced by craftsmen.
Ceramics produced at official kilns for the imperial court were considered to be the best.
There was a shared concept of ideal beauty, with production technology progressing in
one direction and standards and specifications strictly followed. This left little room for
individual artistic expression. These characteristics are clearly on display in the development from the primitive celadon of the Shang dynasty (Fig. 1) to the celadon produced at
the official kilns of the Southern Song dynasty. They are also prominent in the increasing
refinement and complexity of the painting techniques used at the official kilns of the
Ming and Qing dynasties (Fig. 2).
In contrast, culture in Japan from the Kamakura period was more pluralistic, with
the cultural elite comprised of members of the warrior class, aristocrats, and even townspeople who had grown rich through commerce and industry. Cultural strata were not
clearly demarcated, with the division between fine arts and decorative arts also vague.
Raku tea bowls were created by the potter Chojiro based on the ideas of the tea mas44
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ter Sen no Rikyu. Chojiro eschewed the potter’s wheel in favour of sculpting by hand,
with the bowls then fired in small indoor kilns. The roots of this technology trace back
to the three-color glaze ceramics produced in Fujian in southern China, but Chojiro
stripped away all the decorative and contrived aspects to create his Raku bowls (Fig. 3).
Donyu, a third-generation Raku family potter, then made some bold changes. His Raku
tea bowls were lighter, brighter and imbued with a novel decorativeness (Fig. 4). In other
words, in Raku tea bowls there is no binary opposition between contrived and random,
plain or decorated, or between traditional and avant-garde.
Ogata Kenzan was born in Kyoto as the third son of a rich merchant. He was also the
older brother of the painter Korin. One of Kenzan’s representative works is a square plate
featuring a painting by Korin (Fig. 5). These collaborative items are more for appreciation
than practical use. They are more akin to paintings in ceramic form than vessels decorated with pictures. With them, Kenzan created a new style of ceramic art. The Rinpa
school incorporated flat depictions and a sense of decorativeness into their paintings, so
these could be classed as a type of decorative art. At the same time, Kenzan’s ceramics
could be described as a type of painting. Put simply, Kenzan’s art flourished in the region
between the Western and Chinese classifications of “fine art” and “decorative art.”
Hon’ami Koetsu turned tea bowl production into a sublime form of individual artist expression. He ignored convention to freely create bowls for connoisseurs to enjoy
(Fig. 6). This poses a question about whether the relation between Koetsu and the Raku
family is a hierarchical one between amateur and professional, artist and craftsman. Tea
bowl makers like the Raku family were protecting the standards of tea bowls rather than
any particular form. As a calligrapher from a family of sword connoisseurs, meanwhile,
Koetsu was keenly interested in the form of tea bowls and he studied this topic deeply.
As such, it would be a mistake to simply suppose that Koetsu’s tea bowls are held in such
high regard because they are the free-wheeling work of an amateur.
I believe the difference between Chinese and Japanese ceramics is not a matter of
superiority and inferiority. If Chinese culture can be likened to a pyramid with its clearly
delineated strata, then Japanese culture can perhaps be likened to a Möbius strip, where
artistic achievements emerge from the front, the back, and from the interplay between
the two. While sitting alongside China and learning from its hugely powerful and universal culture, Japan has developed the wisdom to retain its own identity without slavishly copying its larger neighbour.
Moreover, the Japanese and Chinese people view and appreciate Chinese ceramics
in a different way. Japanese people consider the activities of both official and private
kilns when trying to capture the spirit of each age. One may ask whether there can be an
objective and absolute idea about culture. One may also say the views and ideas of the
Japanese people about Japanese art are not absolute either.
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Moderator
Ryusuke Asami
Ryusuke Asami was born in Tokyo in 1964 and earned his Masters from
the Graduate School of Letters, Keio University, in 1988. He worked at the
Kamakura Kokuhoukan Museum from 1987 and then held the following
positions at the National Museums: Temporary Exhibitions Section, Planning
Division, Curatorial Department, Tokyo National Museum (TNM); Sculpture
Section, Fine Arts Division, Curatorial Department, TNM; Senior Manager,
Publications Sections, Curatorial Planning Department, Curatorial Planning
Division, TNM; Senior Manager, Education Programming Section, Education
Division, Curatorial Planning Department, TNM; Senior Manager, Registration Section, Curatorial Department, Kyoto National Museum (KNM); Chief
Curator and Chair, Curatorial Division, Department of Exhibitions and Public Relations, KNM; and Supervisor, Planning Division, Curatorial Planning
Department, TNM.
He specializes in the history of Japanese sculpture and has curated a number
of exhibitions including Kamakura: The Origins of Zen (2003), Zen Treasures
from the Kyoto Gozan Temples (2007), Enku’s Buddhas: Sculptures from Senkoji
Temple and the Hida Region (2013), and UNKEI: The Great Master of Buddhist
Sculpture (2017). His publications include “Zenshu no Chokoku (Sculpture of
the Zen Sect).” Nihon no Bijutsu, No. 507; 2008 and “Characteristics of Zen
Priest Portrait Sculpture.” Kokka, No. 1308; 2004.

Asami
Our theme is “an understanding of Japan that goes beyond Orientalism and
Occidentalism,” but as I had only a passing familiarity with the term “Occidentalism,”
I was frankly concerned about my ability to moderate. So a few weeks ago, I went to a
bookstore to see if there was any relevant work. Global history seems to have become a
very popular idea in the history field, and I ended up purchasing works from that area.
There are some gaps here with so-called “global issues,” so I’d like to take a moment to
sort through the terminology.
First off, we in Japan are quick to use the word “gaikoku (foreign country)” but as a
term that literally means “outside country,” it’s not a particularly good one. Until fairly
recently, “kokusaika (internationalization)” was invoked whenever people from many
nations gathered for a discussion. But the word “kokusaika” seems to have fallen out of
use these days. “Kokusaika” contained an assumption of a border between nations and
between peoples, and indicated a will to deepen these relationships and understand one
another better.
The word that has become more popular in the recent years is “gurobaru-ka (globalization).” Terms like “global history” is a part of this trend. This term suggests an
elimination of national borders, the idea of transcending boundaries and considering
The Arts of Japan in a Global Context: Beyond Orientalism and Occidentalism
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our whole planet as a unified world.
On a separate note, Dr. Morse referred earlier to Edward Said’s work, “Orientalism,”
published during what was still the colonial era when the East was viewed from the
European viewpoint. The term “Orientalism” as defined by Said is a view of the East
that was negative and dismissive in the sense of seeing the East as less developed and
more regressive than Western culture, but also having an element of veneration for what
was seen as lack of corruption through cultural development and preservation of highly
valuable aspects. All in all, Said’s definition of “Orientalism” appears to be concerned
with uninformed assessment of Eastern countries by Europeans.
In contrast, “Occidentalism,” is leveled by the East against Europe. A familiar
example would be a claim that because seasonal differences are so marked in Japan, the
Japanese have an intimate relationship with nature that is different from how Europeans
and North Americans—who have been corrupted by cultural development—relate to
nature. This is the sort of viewpoint that leads to Occidentalism.
These problems with viewpoint indicate a failure to truly understand the Orientalist
viewpoint. Ukiyo-e is praiseworthy because, as the message from the main organizer
noted, Europeans praised it. Well and good, but would ukiyo-e not be praiseworthy
if Europeans hadn’t praised the genre? I would say that is not the case at all. We heard
today from a number of presenters about the importance of understanding each other
unambiguously and having respect for different perspectives.
We need a quick review at this point to check everyone’s understanding, since the
morning session did not cover the major premise of the discussion. Mr. Imai, who originated the idea of this symposium, will take us through this topic.
Imai
I know that the title of the discussion is convoluted and not easy to parse. The
reason for going the extra mile and adding “Occidentalism” to the mix is that if we had
called it “an understanding of Japan that goes beyond Orientalism,” it would seem to
declare Occidentalism as the answer and a pitchfork mob of European and American
Japanese art historians would descend on us. Since that would not be a good outcome,
we chose to include “Occidentalism” as a way of emphasizing a mutual need for recognition.
Right now, museums are taking a variety of initiatives to respond to coreign visitors
expected for the Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics. I have an impression, however, that
these initiatives begin and end with technical details such as multilingualization and
disabled access. What we need foremost is a venue for discussing the content. How has
Japan been seen by the non-Japanese? How is it seen now? What kinds of things are
expected of Japan? And in contrast, how does Japan want to be seen? I chose the present
theme because I felt there is a need to explore these issues.
I consider it highly problematic that there is an idea of Japanese art as something that
sits in the Far East of the world and that only the Japanese can understand it. This belief
is the same as insisting that Japan is a whole different world utterly alien to the West. It
is also problematic to believe that being simply Japanese confers a special advantage in
understanding Japanese art. That is no different from saying that the image of Japan held
by Europeans and Americans is fundamentally different from the “real” Japan.
The global standing of the British Museum is not decided by the mere fact that its
curator of Japanese art, Dr. Yano, happens to be Japanese. Does it ensure a globalized
perspective if Indian art is curated by an Indian and Chinese art by a Chinese, with
each competing to be heard over the other? I do not think so. I believe we need to be
fully conscious of the fact that a Japanese curator of Japanese art at the Tokyo National
Museum (hereinafter “TNM”) faces the same issues as Dr. Yano in the British Museum.
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Asami
The title “Made in the Americas” refers to objects produced in the Americas.
Does that include works that were influenced by Asian works of art that were brought
to North and South America in the 16th century?
Morse
This exhibition consistently emphasized that when we say “the Americas,”
we include the continents of South America and North America, rather than just the
United States. It also explained how imports from India, China, Japan, and Central Asia
influenced motifs, inspirations, and techniques. I think this was a real surprise to many
people, because while everyone knew quite a bit about the impact of Chinese material
and Japanese material on Europe, not many people knew the extent of Asian influence
on the Americas.
Asami
Jesuit missionaries came to Japan and went back and forth between Europe
and Japan—or rather, to places like Goa and Manila. The Jesuits also traveled to Mexico.
I find myself wondering if this was a part of how Japanese objects migrated westward,
what their routes of travel were. I was one of those who knew almost nothing about the
presence of Japanese artifacts in the Americas, and it was a great surprise. Though Mr.
Imai did say that Imari ware had gone West.
Imai
In recent years, scholars of Japanese ceramics have been able to extend their
focus to the Americas. Their work has made clear that Imari ware was exported to Central and South America via the Pacific trade.
Asami
“Made in the Americas” is an example of an exhibition founded on cooperation, including from Japan.
Next, Ms. Schrape of the Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe Hamburg brought up
the word “transcultural” in her presentation. This is something distinct from either OriThe Arts of Japan in a Global Context: Beyond Orientalism and Occidentalism
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Morse
I should mention that I was not involved throughout the whole of the process since Made in the Americas was planned over a very long time by our curator of
American art, Dennis Carr. But it is true that curators from a variety of departments
came together for discussion and consultation. The organizing curator visited Japan
as well and consulted with our colleagues at the Kyoto National Museum (hereinafter
“KNM”). The exhibit planning brought together not only museum professionals but
also academics, Asian art experts from a number of countries, , and experts in Latin
American and North American art and European and Islamic art.
In the U.S.when applying for funding from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, there is a stipulation that researchers from other academic fields, not just
curators, be involved in the planning. For that reason, our museum held several conferences. This is a very productive process because it enables curators to discuss their ideas
with other experts who approach the topic from a variety of perspectives. By participating in these conferences, we were able to stimulate conversations that greatly contributed to the content of the exhibition. I think it was right that the show was planned
by a “community” in the true sense of the word, rather than just by curators, through
including people from many different fields.

entalism or Occidentalism. Ms. Schrape, if you could tell us more about that.
Schrape The idea of “transcultural” is challenging and defies easy explanation, but I’ll
try. What I attempted to communicate earlier was that culture is not a fixed thing. No
culture is regionally determined, nor is it frozen in time, unchanging. Culture changes
continuously. For example, when we say “Japanese culture,” we may have a personal idea
of what that means in mind. This personal approach isn’t necessarily negative. It just
means that when we think of a particular culture, our idea is always one of many constituent parts. Culture only operates when there are many actors, just as society consists of
many actors. In holding an exhibition on Japanese culture, we have images of Japanese
art in our head when we start creating the exhibition. The participating actors – including curators – engage in a transcultural negotiation of Japanese culture in the exhibition.
For example, my special field is Rinpa art so my example deals with the construction
of Rinpa. There were two exhibitions in 2015 that marked the 400th anniversary of
the Rinpa school, an American exhibition on Sōtatsu at the Freer Gallery and the “400
Years of Rinpa” exhibition at the Kyoto National Museum (hereinafter “KNM”). Both
exhibitions focused on the beginning of Rinpa. Yet, the American framework is that
of an individual success story, a kind of American Dream. To exaggerate: the image is
something like Sōtatsu was practically a dishwasher but became famous as an amazing
artistic giant. In contrast, the KNM offered a different story, a story for Japanese people:
four centuries ago, the Rinpa school had its heyday and became a school of national
importance after Sōtatsu’s death. Thus both exhibitions negotiated completely different
images of the same story, namely the beginning of Rinpa.
These images also change quite a bit. Only after combining all the multiple images
and ideas, rather than using just one image, can we get a complete picture and understand what Rinpa is. I emphasize that none of the individual approaches is wrong, but
all of these actors and notions engaged in transcultural negotiation should be taken into
account.
Conceptually, “transcultural” means that you are all actors and act as mediators for
cultures. Curators are also mediatiors, but in fact, so are visitors. Visitors approach artworks with their own understanding and framework in mind. For example, each person
reads museum labels in a different way and interprets them in a certain way.
Asami The “Inky Bytes” exhibition was planned with this idea of the “transcultural”
in mind. What kind of time went into assembling the concept behind “Inky Bytes”? Any
specifics you can provide would be appreciated.
Schrape This exhibition on stone-rubbing in Hamburg, which I spoke about earlier,
was not planed in a long run. It was in December 2017 that the opportunity to realize
the exhibition arose at a town-hall meeting. That was in December 2017 and the exhibition opened in September 2018, so we only spent nine months on the planning and
realization. We were able to do this because everyone who participated was enthusiastic
about it. It would have been better if we’d had more time to prepare.
Asami
Let’s hear from Dr. Yano next. We understand that since 2006, a number
of participants advised on the project to launch the Mitsubishi Corporation Japanese
Galleries at the British Museum. I think we would all like to hear about that in greater
detail.
Yano
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Asami
One of the things Dr. Yano spoke about was that in a Japanese exhibition
space, statues of Buddha or deities are displayed within the framework of sculptural
art as objects of worship. At the TNM, we tend not to do a lot of displays that suggest
worship. I’ve noticed that at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the displays have the feel of
a sanctum.
Morse
At our museum, we have a strong awareness of Buddhism as very much a
living faith. We have the Temple Room, where visitors often meditate or offer prayers.
However, there are also visitors who see Buddhist images as just sculptures.
There is also a new project at the Museum of Fine Arts; our Conservation Department is treating our Buddhist statues in a space where their daily work can be observed
by the public. At the same time, we are seizing this opportunity to rethink the Temple
Room in a number of ways.
We are conducting research into how best to interpret Buddhist art for our audiences.
In tandem with the Education Department we are conducting focus groups to test several forms of labeling. Right now, we are using conventional labeling with comments by
curators and conservators. We are also considering using VR (Virtual Reality) to provide
architectural and ritual contextual information and detailed examinations of the individual images. However, we are concerned that this might be too much technology and lead
to a loss of respect for the Buddhist statues.
We are also involved in technical research in dialogue with Japanese curators and
conservators. . We would like to gather as much information as possible, but we do not
yet know what we will include in the interpretation for the public.
Asami
I urge everyone to see it since today is Friday; the sculptures room on the
first floor of the main building currently has a standing boddhisattva statue on display,
a beautiful statue that perhaps represents what the TNM is about. This statue has two
notable characteristics. One is gyokugan, which is a technique of using rock crystal to
create eyes that are quite lifelike. This technique was developed in late Heian period and
became extremely popular from the Kamakura period, and is used in a large number of
Buddha statues. But the bodhisattva currently on display also has rock crystal inlaid in
the lips, which makes it quite rare. Only three Buddha statues in Japan are known to
have crystal lips. Because the crystal is not noticeable unless looked at very closely, the
explanatory material explicitly notes that the lips are inlaid with crystal. As to why the
The Arts of Japan in a Global Context: Beyond Orientalism and Occidentalism
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on what I’ve heard and read. I know that I did hear a bit of the discussion at least a year
and a half prior, about what kind of compositional renewal the Japan gallery should
undergo, because I was working as a School of Asian Studies (SOAS) research assistant
on-site at the British Museum when the exhibition on Ōsaka kabuki was held in 2005,
a year before the renovation. I’ve heard that decisions were made through discussions
among the curator of the Japanese section of the British Museum, academics, particularly those from the Humanities from the SOAS, which is a hub of Japanese studies at
University of London next door, and further afield, curators from the National Museum
of Ethnology in Japan. So this was not an exhibition that was assembled by British
Museum curators using pieces from the museum’s collection. What I’ve heard is that
this Japan Gallery (which has been passed down to the present day) was structured from
many different viewpoints, that is, the viewpoints of non-curators engaged in research
on Japan, through many discussions that even looked at how proposals from the British
side on certain exhibits might be received by Japan, what the reaction might be. The
result was very much a collaborative project.

inlaying was done, lack of text space meant that we just noted that the technique was
used as a way of achieving a realistic effect. I don’t think that’s really understandable
for most foreign visitors who are seeing a Buddha statue like this for the first time. The
statue is not “realistic” in the sense of Gandharan or Greek statues with their musculature, and some aspects of it don’t look at all like a live human being.
Another characteristic of this bodhisattva statue is that it does not stand up straight,
with each foot on a different stand. The norm for a standing statue like this is a single
flat stand, but this statue is depicting as a walking figure. Here again, we see the intent
to portray lifelikeness, but as to why such a Buddha statue was made, that would be
difficult for the visitors to understand without some guidance on history of religion and
background information on the period. That brings us to the issue of how much text we
should be displaying. Lately, the TNM is seeing an increased number of foreign visitors.
It would be easier for us to not explain very much and ask that these statues be seen as
works of sculpture, but is that really the right choice? What kind of guidance gives visitors the opportunity to be moved by a carefully crafted Buddha statue?
Earlier, Dr. Yano mentioned being flexible about changing the length of explanatory
materials—perhaps increasing them for exhibits that are attracting more attention—and
things like changing the color of the museum label, or having a two-way communication
with the interpretation team in order to make explanations more understandable. I found
it quite fascinating. I imagine that it’s a lot of work writing museum texts at the British
Museum, with so many exhibition themes and exhibit turnovers—is that the case?
Yano
Before talking about museum labels, I’d like to continue the subject of the
Buddha statue as a worship object.
Museums handle a variety of cultures. Rather than seeing Buddha statues as sculpture, our museum would like to be sensitive to the issue of how our display of Buddha
statues is perceived by people among whom these statues originated. I understand that
at the TNM, Buddha statues from Japan are exhibited as works of sculpture. My example is not from Japan, but there is a moai statue in our museum. These statues are sacred
to the people of Easter Island, and there was a wish expressed to make an offering. Until
then, the display had consisted of just the statue on a large plinth, but as a direct result
of someone communicating a desire to make an offering, the moai statue was recently
exhibited with an offering placed before it. This is an example of the need to be considerate of the original story. Today, there is a desire on the part of museums not to be seen as
institutions that have co-opted another culture and believe it to be theirs. This is where
I was coming from when I said that Buddha statues are objects of worship.
Also, in the manga exhibition I discussed earlier, there was one work that showed
Jesus Christ and Buddha rooming together. This may be a fun and funny premise for
us, but we had intense discussions about this selection right up to the exhibition opening—whether we should go ahead with this exhibit, if that was truly the right choice.
The exhibition is in the spirit of striving to retain this sort of perspective—or rather, it’s
very much from that perspective.
As for museum labels, as previously mentioned, our museum has a specialized
department called Interpretation. The Interpretation department always looks at every
museum text to be displayed inside the British Museum. It’s not a unilateral process
where the text goes from Interpretation to curators. Instead, there are several rounds
of exchanges. We send them the text we’ve written, they send a revised draft, we take
another look, and there’s a back-and-forth until both sides are satisfied down to every
last word. It’s naturally time-consuming. That’s why every exhibition planning has a
built-in schedule specifying when the label text should be provided to Interpretation,
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when it should come back by, and when the second draft should go back to them. As a
rule, we set aside plenty of time for this process.
Asami
Yano

How many people are in the Interpretation department?
It’s smaller than you’d think. I think it’s a team of four right now.
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Yano That’s true—exhibits don’t turn over as often as they do in Japanese museums.
In the Japan Gallery, we’re told not to do too many exhibit changes because the economic situation has been difficult. So woodblock exhibits are changed out four times a
year and paintings twice a year. Crafted objects may well end up staying on display for
two years. It seems they’re able to manage with just four or so Interpretation staff members because there aren’t too many changes to the exhibits.
Asami Ms. Yusupova, I understand that the recent exhibition on Edo period art was
a great success. How many visitors did your museum have?
Yusupova We had 127,000 visitors to the exhibition, 47,000 of them in the first four
weeks. When the second part of the exhibition was held in October, the visitor number
doubled. It's very rare to hold an exhibition for as long as eight weeks, but we received
complaints that eight weeks was far too short, so we extended it to three months. The
non-exhibition visitors also expressed surprise at how short it was.
But visitors were shocked to discover that “The Great Wave off Kanagawa” was missing from the second show. They hadn’t expected that the exhibits would change. It’s
highly unusual to exhibit Japanese art at all, and in fact, some at our museum felt the
exhibition shouldn't be held.
Asami
A special exhibition at an art museum, if it’s built mainly around paintings
and prints, would display each work for around four weeks. Some work on loan from
another institution might be restricted to two or three weeks, so an eight-week exhibition would pose a challenge. At our museum, regular exhibits are changed every six
weeks. So for example, a visitor who wants to see “Shōrin-zu byōbu” will have to plan
quite a ways ahead in order to visit the museum when the work is on display. These are
some of the problems that arise.
Ms. Yusupova, when you exhibit Japanese art for the Russian audience, what are
some things for explanation you are mindful of ?
Yusupova A number of Japanese terms were used as-is in catalogs and museum labels,
because they are very difficult to translate into Russian. We created something like a
glossary too, and that was also time-consuming. Translating every term makes the text
longer and longer, and that was the hardest problem to solve in making the catalog. It
was simple with paintings and prints, but difficult with ceramic and lacquerware pieces
because they are more complicated. We needed to invite a chadō expert to guide us
through all the terms.
Imai
I have a question for Ms. Yusupova. I’ve heard that the “Raku: The Cosmos in
a Tea Bowl” exhibition was hugely successful, but my impression is that many Russians
The Arts of Japan in a Global Context: Beyond Orientalism and Occidentalism
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Asami Are they able to manage because some exhibitions don’t change their exhibits
very much? I’ve heard the British Museum has 100 different exhibition rooms.

have very little prior knowledge of chanoyu or traditional Japanese aesthetics. I’m sure
that was true of the children who participated in the workshops. What was the reaction
from the audience? Did it seem as though an explanation was necessary for the audience
to understand? Or was the audience able to feel something without needing it to be
explained?
Yusupova
We involved academic experts from the start in planning the tearoom
and began preparations six months prior to the exhibition with assistance from the Japan
Foundation. Eight lectures were held on chadō, and we also invited an Urasenke-school
tea master to Moscow to hold guided chanoyu demonstrations at both the State Hermitage
Museum and our museum, almost on a weekly basis. The explanations were very thorough and we had very positive visitor feedback.
We did have a surprise, however. Because this exhibition had a challenging theme,
we were not expecting it to be a strong audience draw. But there was feedback in the
visitors’ book that said, “I came to this exhibition 49 times.” That’s every day of the
exhibition.
Another heartening thing was an article in a newspaper published on Fridays that
did a comparative review of Raku ware with the work of a Paris-based Vietnamese jewelry designer. The specialness of Raku ware is what led the reviewer to compare them
with jewels. I thought this was a strong positive sign that people were able to understand
the nature of Raku ware.
We only issued a special ticket for the Edo exhibition. This is because of the expectation that the Raku ware exhibition would not sell many tickets. Since Caravaggio is from
the same century, we thought it might be a good idea to compare Caravaggio’s paintings
from Venice with Raku ware. It was an interesting happenstance.
Schrape Let me comment on the issue of labels from before. I think multiple interpretations are in fact necessary. A label is only one of many means of explanation. In my
opinion, the museum label should only provide basic information, and more detailed
information should be interpreted to individual visitors in various ways such as handouts or apps or access to the museum database. For example, when I go to an exhibition
with my family and we all see the same painting, we all approach it differently. My child
approaches an artwork differently from me. I start by reading the label. My husband
finds it exciting to approach the same painting in digital form via a museum app. Multiple ways to access exhibits increase the communication methods and the communication in the gallery. I think a label is something that provides only the basic information
on the artwork, it does not need to explain everything. If someone would like to know
more, they can do a Google search or get information on Wikipedia in a minute and
in more detail. Plenty of information on Raku ware, for instance, is provided on the
internet for people eager to learn more. I don’t think we need to write many things on
the museum label. We should really reflect what we need to communicate. These days,
everyone can acquire knowledge easily but exhibiting works with information creates a
specific situation of experience.
For example, if labels provide information of the inventory number, visitors can
look it up in the online museum collection once they are at home. Thus what we should
put on the label is basic information, information reflecting the circumstance of the
exhibition and access information to enable visitors to get more information. In conclusion, I would keep the texts in English and all other languages short.
Morse
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Asami I also think constantly about the active role of visitors. When museum visitors
take an interest and take action such as looking something up themselves, then it really
becomes a part of them. If all they do is read, they might just forget it later. I suppose
that your museums have a system that allows visitors to search by exhibit ID to acquire
more information on a work on display. The TNM has yet to do this, and we need to
really work on that. There is nothing to be gained from keeping display information to
a minimum if more information is not accessible.
Also, I think we’ve never done this at the TNM, but many of your museums seem to
display older works and contemporary works side by side. If we could hear more specifics…or rather, how was it done for “Lineage of Eccentrics,” for example?
Morse We consulted with Takashi Murakami for the Lineage of Eccentrics exhibition,
but in advance Professor Nobuo Tsuji and I selected a number of works from the MFA
collection that we felt might be of interest to Murakami I wanted to forefront Murakami’s response to the individual works of art and the role that Professor Tsuji’s ideas had
played in Murakami’s artistic development. One reason we organized the exhibition
is that we did not want the public to think that Japanese art ended in the 19th century.
And we have been very flexible in our thinking about who presents these works. I believe
that it is not good for the curator to be the only expert and the only voice to be heard.
For example, I think it was a positive contribution that we were able to effectively relate
the story of how contemporary artists are influenced by past work, using resources such
as Professor Tsuji’s ideas, instead of taking the oft-assumed position that because the
Japanese art is on display in a contemporary art gallery it has no connection to the past.
Due to our approach we drew a diverse audience for the exhibition. The visitors
who came expressly to see Murakami’s art tend to be people with absolutely no interest
in traditional Japanese culture, but some ended up taking in the regular exhibits in
the permanent Japanese galleries afterwards. On the other hand, visitors who love the
quintessentially traditional Japanese art and believed they had zero interest in seeing
Murakami’s work also told us that ultimately they understood where the exhibition was
coming from. It is not as though we can do something like this in all our projects, but
to place a contemporary work in the gallery is to recognize the continued development
of Japanese art. For that reason, I think it can be effective if the work is carefully selected
and a skillful contrast is set up between the contemporary and the traditional. However,
if it is not done carefully the display will look like a random mix of works.
Yusupova During the same time that the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston was holding
this exhibition, the Garage Museum of Contemporary Art in Moscow also had an exhibition on Mr. Murakami’s work. The curator selected several works from our Japanese
art collection for the exhibition, but needed to discuss it first with Mr. Murakami. It was
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Islamic art, experimented with something quite successfully. She was concerned about
the negative image of the Quran in public discourse and decided to place sections of the
Quran on display. She asked members of the Muslim community to write the explanations. I think that was quite valuable, because it was not the curator unilaterally explaining the significance of the sections, but many different people explaining their thoughts
as they related to the Quran. Labels should not be textbooks, but as Ms. Schrape pointed
out, the label should empower the visitor to engage the object, to begin a transaction.
The label should be something that enables visitors to be aware of themselves as participants. If people are limited to just reading, it necessarily becomes a passive task. We
should create museum labels that allow visitors to be active.

a difficult process, since there were works that didn’t pass muster with Mr. Murakami.
The curator made a careful selection and ultimately exhibited traditional Japanese paintings. Some woodblocks were also accepted, and the result was an exhibition that clearly
showed the artistic lineage of Murakami’s art. By displaying Murakami’s art together
with traditional art, the message becomes clearer. By having Murakami’s art there, we
learned what’s going on in the 21st century. By having traditional work there, we learned
about continuity. It was a great experience.
Asami
I won’t mention names as this hasn’t been announced yet, but there will be
an exhibition this spring where period and contemporary Japanese art will be displayed
together. This idea was opposed by the Japanese staff at the institution. Their fear is
that older artworks with their faded colors would struggle to make an impression next
to high-impact contemporary art, which are large in scale and very colorful. I think we
see things this way because we are not used to this style of display, but that’s something
we’ll have to change.
Morse
One has to believe that traditional Japanese art is truly powerful. It is also
important to work with a designer who can provide a sensitive display. Murakami’s
dragon is much larger than Shōhaku’s dragon at the MFA. But having them side-by-side
made most people see the differences between them. The Shōhaku also has a real sense
of speed. Murakami’s dragon is bright red, and Shōhaku’s is in ink. We see each of them
individually. Please tell the TNM curators to believe in their art.
Asami I understand that there are currently new and old exhibits displayed together
at the British Museum. Dr. Yano, any thoughts?
Yano This may be a repeat of Anne’s point. I have only one or two examples this time.
I think there are four or five instances where old and new works are exhibited together.
It's not meaningful, though, if the context hasn’t been thought through. One example
I have is the exhibit on relations with the Kingdom of Ryūkyū via Satsuma, one of the
four gateways to the outside world, which features a contemporary bashōfu textile by
contemporary textile artist Toshiko Taira from Okinawa. The museum label here was
shown in one of the slides earlier. It's backgrounded is black and features a photograph
of Ms. Taira, indicating that the textile is created by this living, contemporary woman. I
think that, in turn, makes it easier to understand, or rather, to access.
Also, in tracing back history to examine the place occupied by Okinawa, we see that
Okinawa Prefecture of Japan was once the Kingdom of Ryūkyū, then put under Satsuma
rule, and so on. Mapping the past gives us a chance to reflect on the course of history:
the here and now, and what happened then and before. The same can be said of our Ainu
section. At the British Museum, we do in fact actively seek out areas like these where the
contexts match, and exhibit objects from the present and the past together.
Asami
I also struggle sometimes to understand the boundary between the global
perspective and the issue we are looking at today. How to overcome Orientalism and
Occidentalism to exhibit and present Japanese art, what the exhibitions should be like,
in concrete terms—these are not problems that we can quickly find the right answers to.
There might be a limit to what we can do since there are many points of view, but I’d
like to ask everyone to plan an exhibition.
One thing that occurs to me is that during the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, the High
Museum of Art organized an exhibition called “Rings: Five Passions in World Art.”
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Imai Looking at this in terms of the relationship between China and Japan, China has
an Asian version of Orientalism called Hua–Yi distinction, and that was quite entrenched
even into modernity. As a result, Japanese-made exhibits were rarely recognized on their
own merit, even if they did evoke approval as excellent, even touching, feats of imitation.
This year, an exhibition called “Cultures Learning from Each Other” was organized at the
National Museum of China and I was asked to participate in exhibit selection. So I made
several proposals. One was that Raku tea bowls were created in Japan by the offspring of
a Chinese father, Ameya, and though the technique came from China, the bowls have an
utterly different form. Another was that Oribe ware was also made following the introduction of advanced kiln technology from China, but has a uniquely Japanese design. I
recommended them, but all of my proposals were turned down. Exhibits that promote
understanding for Chinese audiences regarding creative or rather, active aspects of
Japanese art—we try to be mindful of this with our permanent exhibits since the TNM
has a lot of visitors from China, but we hope to do more with that in the future.
Asami

The exhibitions don’t need to be large ones. Ms. Schrape?

Schrape In 2004, on occasion of the Soccer World Cup held in Germany, there was
an exhibition on “The Ball is Round: Circle, Sphere, Cosmos” that used exhibits from
multiple museums in Berlin and even included an antique Chinese bi-disk, because it
was round. For me, this is an ambiguous approach to commemorate an international
sport event with an exhibition. In case of the Olympics 2020, it would be possible to
start with something considered very Japanese and then use transcultural methods to
reach further. For example, one obvious topic is nature and art. Japanese people take
a lot of pride in the four seasons, and the seasons are a popular motif in Japanese art.
However, the four seasons are nothing unique to Japanese culture. Many countries have
seasons, so it might be possible to exhibit works related to different seasons from different countries.
We can reveal different ways and costumes in which we understand nature. People
do dress according to the seasons — that is not unique to Japan.
For example, Christmas is not only a religious festival in Europe, but is related to the
seasons. It takes place in the darkest and coldest time of the year. Christmas celebrates
the gradual lengthening of the day right after the winter solstice. This is how I experience
Christmas in Germany as a festival to overcome the gloom of dark and stormy winter
days. Thus, even though is a Christian festival, it is related to the seasons.
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Seven works from Japan went on display, and I went to the museum to collect them.
Thirty-nine countries had contributed a total of over a hundred works that are said to
express five emotions including love, anguish, and joy. Because these human emotions
are universal, there were works from many different countries. It was quite an interesting
exhibition.
There was also an exhibition—I don’t have the catalog on hand and can’t say what
kind of exhibits were on display—that focused on the years around 1492, when Columbus landed in the Americas, and gathered contemporaneous works from around the
world and showed them together. I’m not sure if this ties into the theme of this symposium, but objects from multiple countries were exhibited together and from multiple
perspectives. Since our panel consists of East Asian and Japanese art experts, I wonder if
I could ask you to propose a display or an exhibition that places a bit more emphasis on
Japanese art. I realize this is on short notice, but let’s start with Mr. Imai.

Morse
I cannot present the details yet, but we are planning an exhibition about the
art of rulers, spanning many different cultures. The theme concerns how different types
of authority figures expressed their power. We are thinking about how best to present an
exhibition like this. The chief issue is that we want to provide information on multiple
cultures but do not want to essentialize them. Another very important thing is that
holding an exhibition in Japan means a lot of visitors.,Therefore, the presentation needs
may differ. But I feel very honored to have an opportunity like this. It is wonderful to
be able to hold an exhibition on not just Japanese art but art from multiple cultures for
the Olympics.
Yano
Nothing comes to mind at the moment, but with the Olympics coming, it’s
a sound idea to explore some kind of a shared, worldwide theme. Something else did
occur to me a few minutes ago, hearing about the exhibition of objects from around the
world dating from the time Columbus arrived in the New World. In one respect, time
seems like an objective, fair unit of measure, but I wonder if it’s always meaningful to
take a slice of the world at a particular time. For example, if we were to sample the world
at 1800, Europe is in midst of modernity but Japan is still a feudal society. I'm reluctant
to rely too much on time because social character can vary to such an extent—what I
mean by that is individual cultures and societies have their own speed of development
and way of developing; they have their own character. So as I listened to your account, I
personally found myself not particularly wanting to slice across all cultures.
Yusupova
It would be interesting to organize an international exhibition on contemporary art. How are Japanese artists being influenced by contemporary artists? What
I mean by that is, Japanese art is influenced by different art from around the world. I
think it would be a fascinating project to present how world art is accepting Japanese art,
how traditional creativity is being used to produce new work.
Asami
The TNM’s collection includes Kirishitan (Christian) material. These were
objects seized from Christians by the Nagasaki authorities, and they include an ivory
object made in Europe and brought to Japan during the period when Christianity was
being accepted, and a Christ figure rendered in thick seashell—if it were thin, we would
use it for raden inlay. These may have a connection to Southeast Asia or Goa, India.
According to Dr. Morse’s presentation, Mexico was a part of these missionaries’ regular route. Because the TNM collection is holding these works from regions unknown,
there’s a need to look into them with researchers from other countries. We can conduct
a research project in partnership with scholars, mainly from Portugal, Spain, Italy, South
Asia, Goa, and make the results count by making it a part of the permanent exhibit. An
exhibition couldn’t be based solely on Kirishitan objects, nor on Japanese artifacts alone,
but it might be possible to put them together with Christian art from the same period
around the world. It might be a difficult undertaking, though… Right now, there are no
experts in the field at the TNM, so we would need help in conducting the research. We
hope to count on your help.
We’re now taking questions from the audience, so please raise your hand if you have
any questions for the panel.
Audience Member 1 I practice tenkoku (seal carving), which is a part of shodō (calligraphy). During conversations with nihonga (traditional Japanese painting) practitioners,
I hear a lot of opinions along the lines of, “I don’t give much thought to where I place
my seal,” “I don’t know where to put it,” or “It’s just in the way.” So I argued back that if
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Asami
Since Executive Director Shimatani of Kyūshū National Museum is with us,
I’d like to ask him to take this question.
Shimatani
I probably shouldn’t be the one answering, but I’m going to say that seal
placement cannot help but change with the times. Japanese art has existed since antiquity, predating the influence of any foreign culture. And it underwent changes when
new cultures came over from China and the Korean Peninsula. It wasn’t possible for
Japanese art to remain as it had been, and so it took in each change of circumstance, and
we see art today, left to us from each of those points in time. So I don’t think it’s about
ignoring old things, or mocking them, or seeing them as lesser, but about using them
in tandem.
People might have beliefs about where a seal should be placed for a particular picture.
There might be a spot that is the right spot for that work. So the point is to find that
spot, find where to place the seal. I think there are also instances where you only use a
seal and instances where you also sign your name. That can make the difference between
success and failure in a work. It’s not much of an example, but when my daughter was
in first grade at elementary school, she wrote the character for “moon.” She did a great
job, so naturally, we had her sign her name. And that just ruined the piece. For some
works, it turns out that just stamping a seal would have been much better. I think that’s
an assessment that might be made by history, by that era if you will, using that person’s
aesthetics and the aesthetics of the time.
I don’t know when Japanese people first saw an Impressionist work, but I’m sure
there were those who immediately liked it and those whose first reaction was “What?”
I’m sure the same was true of the audience who first saw Impressionist works in Paris,
France. Earlier, Mr. Imai mentioned that Orientalism existed in both China and Japan,
but I think the correct tense is “exists right now,” rather than “existed.” The title of this
symposium alludes to how we’ll understand one another. We might already have a long
history, but by continuing to engage in international exchange, I think our understanding of each other will deepen with the passage of 100 years, 200 years. Circling back to
artists’ seals, the answer might be not to focus on protecting old things but to incorpoThe Arts of Japan in a Global Context: Beyond Orientalism and Occidentalism
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you look at the work of legendary artists like Yokoyama Taikan and Konoshima Ōkoku,
the seal is always placed to form a part of the composition and you can see what thought
went into it. I was told, “Times have changed, that kind of thing is old-fashioned,” and
I didn’t know what to say. When all sorts of expression, Eastern and Western, flood
in, anything goes. When a new form of expression is created, things that used to be
considered fine, like the placement of the seal and other traditions, come to be treated
dismissively as legacy, and I feel a terrible sense of urgency—or rather, I feel it’s not a
good trend. I think a philosophy that calls for artistry in even a signature should be kept.
I would like to see it kept too, as a tenkoku practitioner, but I would like to hear what
you think of this trend, and how we should proceed.
For example, there have long been strict rules about where to place the seal for certain kinds of composition. There were artist’s seal rules since before. Today, they’re not
taken very seriously. Why not put it wherever, that’s the attitude. I feel that this is due
to the rise of many new schools of thought in the East and the West. I think that if new
expressions are available, there will be people who question the things that were done up
to that point, who question why we do things that way. Dismissing the way things used
to be done, making them just a footnote like, “That’s how it was back then”—for that to
happen, I think, is very dangerous. I want to ask you if we should be resigned to this as
a course of history, or how to go about with a revival, or get people to reassess.

rate current-day thinking, and use the old in tandem with the contemporary. I’m not
sure if that helps, but…
I have a question for Dr. Yano, if that’s all right. With your museum labels, you have
a convention of inverting the white and the black for the artists’. Do you not do that for
deceased contemporary artists, or is it only for living artists? What about people who
passed away just a few years ago?
Yano Even if the artist passed away just a few years ago, their name cards aren’t black.
The premise is that black cards are only for someone who is still living. There were
discussions about the demarcation, however, on the subject of how far the category of
“contemporary” or “living” extends to. We did want to make the line very clear, so living
people have a black museum label with white lettering.
Asami

Any other questions?

Audience Member 2
It’s been over 30 years since Said’s book was published. There
are Japanese translations of debates regarding Orientalism. So when I see Japanese art
scholars who are unaware of these things yet are still having a discussion, I found it all a
bit frightening. I don’t know if it’s the Galápagos Syndrome, but I’m shocked by the very
fact that there’s a discussion of this sort happening at this late juncture. Dr. Nishimura
Morse mentioned that there have already been critiques of Said’s work. There were also
other concepts mentioned such as negotiation and transculturalism that arose in the
wake of Said. I assumed that this discussion would dig into these ideas, but I feel that
the talk has moved along without turning in that direction.
My question is in that vein. The key point in the concept of negotiation is the existence of negotiators. The negotiators all embody their respective interests. In this case,
they would be the museums, the audiences, and the researchers. I think the process of
these negotiators having two-way, three-way discussions and finding certain points of
connection is the act of exhibiting, of organizing exhibitions. In that context, it was
alienating to listen to a line of discussion that talked about the defining characteristics
of Japanese art as though Japanese art is a single, unified thing.
I feel that Mr. Imai made a telling comment at the end of his presentation. You very
briefly said something to the effect of Japanese potters or rather Japanese people finding
artistic originality, their own ways, as a survival strategy in the context of Japan’s relationship with China. I would have liked to hear more about that. What did you mean
specifically? You also stated around the same time how important it is that there’s no
class hierarchy in Japan. If that were true, then there would have been no barrier to ukiyo-e
being recognized as high art during the Edo period. But instead, what happened was
that ukiyo-e took the path of being discovered by people of the West, then coming back
to Japan. So it follows that the extreme blurring of lines among social classes or between
amateurs and professionals may have something to do with a certain class mobility
underpinning Japanese society—not unlike gekokujō (“the low overcoming the high”) of
the Momoyama period. I’d like to hear your thoughts on this.
Imai
Let me start with your later points. I think your argument is quite valid since
all my examples of Japanese originality—Chōjirō, Kōetsu, Kenzan—are from the postMomoyama period. However, the pieces from the Six Ancient Kilns of the Middle Ages
and Nara-sansai even further back aren’t Chinese art per se either. I wish I could have
gone into that in detail as well, but there wasn’t the time, for one thing. I do need to
point out though, that yakishime (unglazed high-fired) ceramics from the Middle Ages
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Audience Member 3
This question is for Mr. Imai. In thinking about Japanese art,
how should we understand the role of Joseon culture? I got the impression that in this
symposium, you were mainly talking about Joseon as a way station through which culture from China came to Japan. For example, you stated that Kōrai tea bowls were not
admired in Korea but acclaimed in Japan. While such a conclusion might be drawn about
the political class of Joseon, I don't think that's necessarily supportable among ordinary
people, considering that these kinds of bowls were made in large numbers and the fact
that quite a few potters who made these kinds of ware were brought to Japan following
Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s invasions of Korea. If we pull back further to the times of Kudara
(Baekje) and Shiragi (Silla), toraijin (immigrants from the Korean Peninsula) seem to have
had an immeasurably large impact on Japanese culture. I think Joseon culture had a larger
presence beyond simply being a conduit for Chinese culture. What are your thoughts?
Imai
If the impression I gave was that the Korean Peninsula was nothing more than
a cultural conduit from the Continent to Japan, I failed to articulate my own thoughts.
That is not at all how I see things. Even within Japanese tradition, Karamono (Chinese
ware) and Kōrai-mono (Korean ware) are clearly distinct, and each category is recognized for its unique value. I myself believe that the large, high-footed ōido-style tea bowl
was no miscellany but a ritual implement used in that country during Joseon Dynasty
to make offerings to ancestors. There is a perspective in Korea as well that sees the royal
kiln of Gwangju as the central focus, and Kōrai ware is left out in the cold there. But
in Japan, as something completely different from Karamono tea bowls, Kōrai ware was
recognized by tea practitioners before wamono (Japanese ware) was. I believe that it was
of course recognized within Japanese culture.
Audience Member 4
Just the other day, there was a shocking incident where a fire
destroyed a number of cultural properties at a Brazilian museum. I’m interested to see if
anybody on the panel has any thoughts or comments on this.
Imai
A museum is a major gathering place for old cultural properties, so it’s a grave
problem for any disaster to strike at a place like that. It goes without saying that fires
should not happen at museums. Dr. Yano spoke about the issue of whether museums
The Arts of Japan in a Global Context: Beyond Orientalism and Occidentalism
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weren’t taken seriously until postwar, or rather, until the period of rapid economic development. That’s a separate issue.
As for the Japanese potters working to maintain originality, the Chinese created
easy-to-understand polarities and a high-achieving culture. There’s a well-known Chinese
motif of five bats together. These represent the five blessings described in the Classic of
History: to be long-lived, to have wealth, to be healthy and suffer no sickness or accidents, and shoehorned it almost as a justification, love of virtue, with natural death as
the last blessing. That one basically means not suffering an untimely or unusual death.
At a glance, being healthy and rich and long-lived seems to have a universal quality, but
there can be other value systems. For example, aren’t there people whose lives were brief
but meaningful? Or people who were materially poor but had rich inner lives? I would
suggest that perhaps the Japanese cherished the sense of value that could be teased out
of these gaps.
Iro-nabeshima is of course quite a corner case in ceramics history in terms of technical level. This type of thing was immediately over once the sumptuary laws were passed
by the Tokugawa shogunate. What I am trying to say here is that Japan was not suited to
pursuing perfection in certain paths. Though I'm not sure if this answers your question.

own or manage cultural properties. I feel it’s important to also introduce the idea that we
are stewards on behalf of future generations. By including that frame, we won’t fall into
unproductive, polarized discussions that pit preservation against utilization.
Asami

I think we have time for one more question.

Audience Member 5
Thank you for very enjoyable presentations today. I think it
would be even better if the discussions around global and cross-culture perspectives, or
such multiple steps, were taken to the next level. I’d like to tell you a little about what I
think, rather than ask a question.
You spoke about what it means to contrast old and new things, exhibiting them
side-by-side. I was also a curator for many years, at a university museum. So I worked
with students, people who hadn’t yet opened their eyes to many things, weren’t managing to notice many things. During those years, what I tried to do was to enable the
students—without forcing the issue too much—to get to a place of noticing old things
and things from a time close to the now, or noticing the fact that there was a connection
there. For students, contemporary art is less about tradition and more a global phenomenon. For example, manga is a word written with the alphabet that students in other
countries also understand. Japanese students understand on one level that manga is not
Japan-only but a global medium.
So when contemporary art is compared to Hokusai’s sketches or illustrated scrolls
or what have you, I wonder if that enables the audience to see uniquely Japanese things
from a global, international perspective. There are new things, contemporary and traditional things, and by being able to consider them in connection with each other, I think
you can quickly and fully understand concepts like globalism and cross-culturalism
without overthinking it, in a sense, by splitting the process into multiple steps. It would
be great if you could make one more push in, for example, the TNM’s history exhibits to
bridge the gap with the present. My sense of it is, the young Japanese and others would
absorb both a more international way of thinking as well as parts that accumulate to
eventually form history, without overthinking it.
Asami Does anyone have a response to this input? All right, our time is almost up. If
anyone has one last thing they would like to say, please go ahead.
Morse
First, thank you for this wonderful opportunity. As you just said, there is
much to discuss. We shared this time together as presenters and panelists, and I think
the presentations made it clear that there is no monolithic perspective on Japan. Different ways of seeing reflect where we each come from; abroad and even in Japan there
are many perspectives on Japanese art. I think what is important is that there are these
multiple perspectives.
Imai
This is a personal story, but in the neighborhood of Senju, Tokyo where I live,
there used to be a fossil fuel power plant. The four smokestacks were in a diamond pattern and depending on where you were, it looked like there were two stacks, or three,
or four, so they were called the “haunted stacks.” Listening to everyone today, I found
myself thinking. I think that you can only ever grasp the true nature of a thing if you’re
aware that where you stand—your perspective—is relative.
Asami It’s now time to conclude this panel discussion. Any lack of depth in the discussion
is entirely due to my shortcomings as a moderator and I apologize for this. Thank you, all.
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Chairperson
The discussion in today’s symposium ranged in many directions. This
shows that reforms that museums must undertake touch on numerous areas. Right now,
the TNM is faced with a major revamp in preparation for the Tokyo Olympic and
Paralympic Games as well as the 150th anniversary of the museum itself. We are particularly in need of ways to better serve our many overseas visitors from countries all over the
world. Lately, the problem of museum labels and guidance has emerged as an especially
intense issue. The museum label was also a major topic at this symposium. There were
many lessons for us, such as the British Museum’s very detailed, careful label-making
process. To use a real-life example, the TNM changes its exhibits frequently. It might
be difficult for you to guess how often. I discovered this when I was with the education
department at the museum, but including every exhibition room, we conduct around
300 exhibit changes annually. And we create all the labels as called for during those 300
changes, but the reality is that we struggle to find the time. That kind of thing will also
need to be addressed while consulting the takeaways from this panel’s views.
We also heard today about displaying an exhibit in the context of that object. Specifically, we talked about Buddhist statues. Our museum keeps religiosity to a minimum in
our displays. But I realized that it isn’t as simple as saying, “This is fine since the exhibit
should be viewed as an artwork.” There is room for a re-evaluation of how we display
many kinds of work.
When we go to symposiums, we tend to feel a sense of completion as the event
comes to an end. But this must be the beginning. I said earlier that we were facing a
revamp, but this is also a major opportunity. At this symposium, there was also talk of
a project partnership. By continuing these exchanges, museums can create a new story.
As the no-holds-barred feedback reminded us, we must be more self-aware about the
work that museums do. The term “Galápagos Syndrome” came up, and for the TNM
to resist Galápagosizing, we must urgently adopt greater self-awareness about what we
are exhibiting. For us, this symposium was very worthwhile for that reason alone—for
having been able to feel that urgency.
This concludes the program for this symposium. Members of the audience, a round
of applause for today’s presenters, please. Thank you.

